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ESSENTIALS

Branding
Targeted Audience

Website
Analytics

Search Engine Optimization & Marketing
Social Media Presence & Marketing



BRANDING

”“ Building a connection between 
customers and a company, service 

or product; establishing a brand 
that customers trust. 



prairienotes.co



TARGETED AUDIENCE

Who do you want to talk to? 
Where are they on the Internet? 

Whatʼs most important to them??

Demographic: 
Income, gender, age, marital 

status, job status, ethnic 
background, and education 

levels

Psychographic: 
Hobbies, behaviors, lifestyle 

choices, values, interests, and 
spending patterns. 

Audience Profiles 



EXAMPLE



WEBSITE

Always 
Open!

Hardest Working
Marketing Tool



WEBSITE TRENDS
Responsive Design

Easily viewable and usable regardless of the device it is being viewed on 

Minimalism
Minimalistic designs and layouts. Websites feature fewer pages. Also implementing 

“Flat Design” using two-dimensional/flat images/graphic 

Scrolling Page Architecture 
Single scrolling page website. Clean and easy to navigate. 

High-quality authentic photography/video
Stock photography/video reduces trust and is often completely ignored

Creative infographics/illustrations/bold typography 



Install today!
Monitor effectiveness of your online marketing strategies, 
user experience and navigation, functionality, and more. 

Reports to run:
• Desktop vs. Mobile
• Location
• New vs. Returning
• Source/Medium

• Queries
• Page Traffic
• Site Speed (2 seconds or less) 
• Behavior Flow



Bounce Rate
Here and gone!

(probably to your competitor)

Worry if over 50%
Keep improving at 50%
Aim for 25% 



SEO

Googlebot
Search bot software that Google sends out to collect information about documents 

on the web to add to Googleʼs searchable index

Crawling
Process where the Googlebot goes around from website to website, finding new and 

updated information to report back to Google. The Googlebot finds what to crawl 
using links.

Indexing
The processing of the information gathered by the Googlebot from its crawling 

activities. Once documents are processed, they are added to Googleʼs searchable 
index if they are determined to be quality content.



SEO
Publish Relevant Content

Use keywords or phrases throughout each page to describe that service or product. 
Repeat phrase several times in opening and closing and several times in the 
remaining page. Donʼt overdo it! Write for the user, not for the search engine. 

Metadata
Information about the contents of your page. 

Title Metadata: Page titles displayed top of page
Description Metadata: Description browser will use in search results

Keyword Metadata: What people are searching for. Donʼt overdo it. Keep at 6-8 
phrases consisting of 1-4 words. 

Links
Hyperlink content throughout your site but stay away from “Click Here” which adds 

no SEO value. Use phrases then hyperlink that phrase. Helps your SEO and the page 
youʼre linking to. 



SEO
Mobile Friendly 

High-Quality Content
Page Load Time

Image Optimization 
Different Multimedia 

Broken Links
Readability 

Layout and Formatting
Contact Us Page

Submit Site Map / Highlight Data



SEO



SEM

Google Search Network 
Ads are triggered by a proactive search query inputted by the user. Users are 

proactively looking for ads related to services/products.

Google Display Network 
Ads are triggered when matched to relevant page content or specifically 

targeted by advertisers. Users are visiting pages that relate to their needs, 
interests, or profile and are not proactively looking for ads. 



SEM Google Search Network 

Text Ads
Customized ad containing a headline, two lines of text, and 
a URL.
Dynamic Search Ads
Headline and landing page are automatically generated 
based on the particular search terms that the user entered. 
Headlines are dynamically added to be of greater relevance 
for each individual search.
Call-Only Ads
Drive phone calls to your business with ads that include 
your phone number.



SEM Google Display Network 
With millions of websites, news pages, blogs, and Google websites like Gmail and 
YouTube, the Google Display Network reaches 90% of Internet users worldwide.



SEM Google Display Network 

Reach users by keywords and topics
To find you an audience whoʼs interested in your business and more likely to 

take action, AdWords uses contextual targeting based on your keywords or your 
campaignʼs specific topic area.

Select where your ads appear
Show your ad on specific webpages, online videos, games, RSS feeds, and 

mobile sites and apps that you select. You can even block your ads from sites 
you don't think are relevant.

Find users who are already interested in what you have to 
offer

Show your ads on Display Network websites to specific groups of people, e,g, 
those who have previously visited your site by creating a remarketing campaign.



SEM Google Display Network 



SEM



SOCIAL MEDIA

Linking Sites



FACEBOOK 
ADS



FACEBOOK ADS



FACEBOOK ADS



MUST HAVE APPS

Google My Business

Facebook Ads Facebook Pages Hootsuite



Questions?

Contact
Scott Clanin
scott@claninmarketing.com
309-397-8427
claninmarketing.com

#IESBGA


